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Military Operations & continuity of government in BRITAIN taking Place<

BEHIND THE SCENES>]_ White hats have taken control of The British
government and only a FRONT ( FAKE) government is intensionally
COLLAPSING Britain  ( [ THEY] are being forced to play parts and being
forced to keep their charades going ) ….  It WILL all bring in EXPOSURE
to the MASSIVE MASSIVE MASSIVE MASSIVE PEDOPHILE RING
>>>>>>>CONNECTED TO THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT, INTELLIGENCE,
ELITE AND UK MAJESTY CORRUPTION RING *EU*/////

>EDWARD HEATH the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom brought the
country into the European Communities (EC) which would  become the
European Union.  Edward ( Ted) Heath was a colonial in the military and
eventually became Leader of the Conservative Party, President of the
Board of Trade,Secretary of State for Industry, Trade and Regional
Development, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, Minister of Labour,
Government Chief Whip in the House of Commons,  Lord Commissioner
of the Treasury, Father of the House of Commons
,Member of Parliament and would become the Prime minister of the
UK…… >But behind the scenes and known to military intelligence , Elites
and the Majesty Edward Heath was a known Pedophile who never
married and he collected children for satanic rituals and pedophilia
through > JIMMY SAVILE .

_ JIMMY SAVILE the UKs most notorious and known pedophile came into
the UK Majesty power through the Queens Cousin
Lord Mountbatten who was a British statesman, naval officer, colonial
administrator and relative of the British royal family.  Mountbatten, who
was of German descent, was born in the United Kingdom to the
prominent Battenberg family.  He was a maternal uncle of Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh, and a second cousin of King George VI and was part
of the Royal Navy

….>after Lord Mountbatten's death it was exposed he was a pedophile
and he and Jimmy Savile procured children for the Royal family,
government ELITES//))
It's well known now Margaret Thatcher the Prime Minister of Englands
cabinet was full of Pedophiles, they were part of Jimmy Saviles pedophile
ring and blackmail operations.  ( Even Margaret Thatchers own father
was a pedophile) …

_Long before [ EPSTEIN] there was [Jimmy Savile ] ….  And the MI6 . 
Intelligence of the UK., The Majesty the Government all knew Jimmy
Savile was part of MI6 pedophile operations and blackmail rings.
_THE MASSIVE MASSIVE UNITED KINGDOM PEDOPHILIA RING AND PRIME
MINISTER WHO SIGNED THE UK INTO (EC) WHICH WOULD BECOME THE
EUROPEAN UNION WAS ALL CONNECTED TO MI6 PEDOPHILE EXTORTION
BLACKMAIL RING THAT ALSO CONNECTED TO THE CIA PEDOPHILE RING
OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE ELITES .>> THE ROTHSCHILD BANKS
OF THE UK AND EU .

What wasn't known was Ted Heath was a book writer,, but all secretly
recorded all the pedophila and elites involved in diaries,  books, Audio
and video >>> he had become fearful of exposure, so wanted
assurance through blackmail that he would never get caught or
charged//// before his death in 2005 military intelligence and white hats
gained all the information from him and unknown to the deep state Ted
Heath was a turn coat, mole,  ( became a double agent for the Military
Alliance and continued giving evidence of UK ELITES pedophile that led
directly to the top UK.  Majesty.  Government, banks,  military and
entertainment)/////
____
THE WORLD STORM
_As the Ukraine war was pushed by cia.mi6 mossad KZ davos ELITES to
capture Moscow has FAILED
_The COLLAPSE of The United States Corporation has FAILED and the fiat
system is being denied through the world for trading and major oil
dealers no longer runs on the U S. Dollar
_The FAILURE of turning Kazakhstan into the central Asian source point
for the human trafficking trade, money laundering system and NEW
banking by the globalist DEEP STATE has FAILED
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_Bringing in the New pandemic has failed
_Starting new vaccines and booster cycles has FAILED massively
_Stopping The World Great Awakening on a mass scale has FAILED
_STOPPING THE EPSTEIN EXPOSURE HAS FAILED AND A POWERFUL
TRUTH IS BEGINNING IN THE U.S. SENATE AND CONGRESS >>> THIS
EPSTEIN SAGA WILL ONLY GROW_NATO IS FALLING.  FAILING and inside
the NATO U.N. COUNCILS, COMMITTEES AND MILITARY HEADS>>>THERE
IS CHAOS AS INFIGHTING AND MISTRUST IS AT AN ALL THE HIGH>>>
with tensions rising and Turkey causing turmoil inside of NATO////

*What is evident is a Major Collapse is happening through the U.S. 
CANADA.  UK.  MOST OF EUROPE and major countries…

Why did the Rothschild hide there money and go private?  Why did
Switzerland hide there money in the mountains with military protection? 
Why did the Vatican ( cia) Jesuits and nights of Malta 33rd recall their
money from all countries?
���> LARGE PART OF THE ANSWER<���
_i had told you 3 months before Queen Elizabeths death announcement,
that her death announcement would be made.  ( Real TRUTH she was
already dead for few years , but a power struggle was already happening
inside the Royal family, UK military and INTELLIGENCE and ELITES….. 
the powerful struggle was over the Power to control 15 Commonwealth
countries and money abd influence, from resources to data to minerals
and more……… BUT a huge factor was the EXPOSURE OF THE UK
PEDOPHILE RING
*BEHIND THE SCENES>]; THE MILITARY ALLIANCE ( EU) OPERATIONS
+TRUMP+ CHEYENNE+ USSF+++ ALL WARNED THE TOP UK ELITES AND
[ DS] MILITARY THAT WHITE HATS HAD IT ALL<<<<<
ALL THE EVIDENCE OF UNITED KINGDOMS PEDOPHILE BLACKMAIL/
CHILD TRAFFICKING SEX OPERATION RING THAT CONNECTED TO CIA.MI6.
MOSSAD> [ EPSTEIN] SAVILE + /+/+" " " "

_NOW the UK Government is under Continuity of Government and
hidden military operations controlling the government is already in
place.
(now the deep state is forced to carry out some of their evil plans….  But
it WILL all be EXPOSED IN TIME FRAMES…..  And the EXPOSURE> WILL
CONNECT TO 2024 UNITED STATES FULL CORRUPTION> EPSTEIN
EPSTEIN EPSTEIN [EPSTEIN] SAGA<<;;;;; >>>>>> and WILL CONNECT

TO LATE 2024 EUROPEAN CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING RING/ BLACKMAIL
OPERATIONS AND EUROPEAN BANKS ABD ELITES<<<<<<<
_____
We are inside a massive Storm Patriots.
A Storm that WILL uncover the world pedophia ring connected to banks. 
Leaders.  Governments.  Entertainment industries.  Deep State military
and it all connects to a MILITARY COUP OF THE 2020 ELECTIONS AND
CREATION OF THE VIRUS<

Have Faith world Patriots.

It had to be this way.

The PLAN to save the world
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WIRES>: Ben F
( From different parts of the world the same INTEL is DROPping)

What is happening is that a centuries-old Satanic plan to use three world
wars to turn the planet into a giant slave plantation has ended in failure. 
The Khazarian Mafia hoped to use this plan to rule the world from Israel
and greater Khazaria (Ukraine+Khazakhstan etc.).  Instead, as we shall
see below, the KM have been decisively defeated in the Ukraine and will
soon be in Israel.

"Ukraine is an essential piece that we cannot afford to lose on the
geopolitical chessboard…our current path…means that our global order
is dead on its’ feet,” admits Nathaniel Rothschild who has taken over the
KM now that much of the Octagon group has been neutralized.

The defeat of this plan means many borders may return to a situation
similar to what existed before the KM engineered World War I, the
sources say.

In other words, Germany will return to something of its’ First Reich
borders, the Austro-Hungarian Empire may re-emerge as a republic and
the Turkish Ottoman Empire may once again turn Judea (misleadingly
called Palestine or Israel) into a protectorate.  Needless the say the



rights and autonomy of the Poles, Jews and Judeans (“Palestinians”), etc.
would be protected under such a scenario.

However, the changes may be more far-reaching than that because the
satanic UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CORPORATION is set to be
dismantled as a result of the victory of the American people in their
second revolution.  The Republic of the United States of North America is
likely to emerge as a replacement for the corporation when all the dust
settles.

This may all sound far-fetched but facts in the real world make this the
most likely scenario.

The Jews know their own government attacked them to justify war in the
Gaza Strip.

Also, now even Jewish holocaust survivors are getting arrested for
antisemitism [anti-satanism].

Haaretz, a major mainstream Israeli Newspaper said:

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who is meant to be leading the
country, is a haunted politician facing the end of his career, with the
present troubles compounding the serious criminal entanglement into
which he maneuvered himself with his own hands.  Netanyahu does not
enjoy the public’s confidence, and most of his efforts are invested in his
personal survival.

Last week leaders of all the Muslim countries gathered in response to the
Satanic massacre of Judeans in Gaza ordered by the Satanist Netanyahu.

At the meeting of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (IOC) in Saudi
Arabia last weekend a consensus was reached to end Israeli mischief
once and for all.  The IOC countries agreed they would not be fooled by
the KM into starting World War III.  Instead, they will follow the playbook
of the neighbors of the original Khazaria.

The IOC will issue an ultimatum to Israel and its’ KM overlords to stop
their criminal and anti-social behavior around the world.  They will
threaten to attack Israel with an army of over 5 million that outnumbers
them by 10 to 1 unless they arrest the war criminals in their government

and subject themselves to Turkish guardianship.

This is why Tass reports Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is
planning a “global initiative” to resolve the Gaza crisis.

Rockefeller slave Anthony Blinken gets the cold shoulder in Turkey as he
tries to forestall this move.  The current US regime has no credibility in
the region.

Furthermore, any nuclear blackmail attempt by the Israelis will be
countered by Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal.

No matter what though, this is not going to turn into the KM’s long-
planned Gog (the G7) versus Magog (The SCO) all-out nuclear war
scenario to kill 90% of humanity.  The US, Chinese and Russian militaries
will not go along.  The US military is no longer under the control of the
KM, Pentagon sources explain.  Even if compromised leaders try to order
such a scenario, 72% of Americans say they will not support their armed
forces in the event of a major war.  The military rank and file is with the
American people and not the KM.
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There is also financial warfare taking place against the US Corporation. 
The Chinese have been dumping US Treasuries in an attempt to collapse
the FRB and their Washington DC subsidiary.  This prompted the KM to
retaliate by hacking Chinese bank computer systems.  Reuters reported
this attack.

A ransomware attack on the industrial and Commercial Bank of China
(ICBC) disrupted some trades in the U.S. Treasury market on Thursday,
the Treasury Department said.

Canadian intelligence agency says what really happened was:

“The Fed put out a $24 TRILLION bond for countries to buy to cover the
debt- NO ONE BOUGHT EVEN A PENNY.  China bought oil futures from
IRAN and paid 33 TRILLION BUT NOT IN US $ – what does that tell you
about the USA in world affairs; THEY ARE FINISHED”



These battles are taking place in the run-up to the summit meeting
between “President” Joe Biden and Chinese President Xi Jinping on
November 15th.  Our sources tell us “Biden” (the Rockefellers) will try to
appease Xi by offering the State of California to China.

However, the Chinese have made it clear the US has to “let go of its
arrogance and prejudice, and quit its hegemonic, domineering and
bullying practices.”

The Chinese foreign ministry notes “the United States has fought or
been militarily involved with almost all the 190-odd countries recognized
by the United Nations .

One of the worst war criminals in history.  Organized child trafficking in
Ukraine “spans the entire spectrum from getting a new family
somewhere in Western Europe, without the consent or even knowledge
of the biological parents, to sex-trafficking, prostitution, pedophilia and
how these children are murdered and, among other things, their hearts,
kidneys and livers, are sold on an international black market for organ
trafficking,” Polish intelligence reports.

Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova confirms noting
“representatives of a health ministry in a NATO country struck a deal
with some ‘private businessmen’ who were assisted by Ukraine’s Health
Ministry and Presidential Office to deliver a refrigerated train car full of
human organs and body parts.”

No wonder the so-called King Charles III of England has been deposed,
according to MI6 ( white hats)after making a speech claiming among
other things:

This will be shut down soon.  General Valerii Zaluzhny, commander in
chief of the Ukrainian armed forces, launched a military coup in Ukraine. 
“Understand, there were fifty million of us, now there are less than
twenty of us left.  If we don’t stop Zelensky, then he will send all
Ukrainians to slaughter…I order all military personnel to immediately
leave the combat zone and take power in the cities under the control of
the military.”

No wonder the KM-controlled Biden show is distancing itself from this. 
The Washington Post has published a report accusing Ukraine of blowing

up the Nord Stream pipeline.  “It looks like Zelensky and his officials are
being tossed under the bus.  Interesting that this comes out now,” a
Mossad official comments.

Germany, meanwhile, is making moves to take over not just Ukraine but
Poland and Latvia as well.  Germany’s former ambassador to Warsaw,
Arndt Freytag von Loringhoven, suggested in a German newspaper that
German troops should be stationed in Poland permanently.

The European Union is seeking to introduce a “German plan” that would
result in “the annihilation of the Polish state”, Jarosław Kaczyński, the
chairman of Poland’s ruling party, warns.

“A ‘Defense Union’ is also to be established, which will be able to use
Polish armed forces without the consent of the government in Warsaw,”
warns Jerzy Kwaśniewski – President of the Ordo Iuris Institute for Legal
Culture.  “The European treaties do not contain a definition of the rule of
law,” he adds.

�
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(Continued )
WIRES>] Ben F

The signs are multiplying that the US and Israel are headed for some
sort of mega black swan event.  The result will be that both countries
cease to exist in their present format.  That is because the Federal
Reserve Board -the fountain of power for the Satanists- is on the verge of
collapse.  If it goes, then everything under it, such as the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA CORPORATION, the BIS, the World Bank, the IMF, the UN
and 90% of the world’s transnational corporations will also collapse and
come under new management.
---------

( I agree with many things Ben F Drops….  But I also differ on some
things<…as we all do.
� Watch the video below


